
YOUR SHOW. 
YOUR MOMENTS. 
YOUR LEGACY.

PRESERVE THEM  WITH SMART VAULT FROM IMES
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The fans can’t wait to hear that first live note.

Once you finally get back out there, who’s got 
your back to ensure that the music moments 
you’re creating can be relived and shared for 
generations to come?

If it’s important to you that you have complete 
control over your content -- that it remains  
safe, lossless and accessible 24/7, forever -- 
you should consider creating your digital 
archive with us.

Smart Vault is a digital content repository 
that safely stores and organizes all of the 
moments you’re creating. So when you’re 
ready for the next documentary, tour, or 
production, your legacy is at your fingertips.

Our Smart Vault is externally  
penetration-tested every year. It’s never 
failed.  Not once.

SECURITY

01

Smart Vault  can plug  into your existing 
workflow, or we can help you  design a new 
one.

FLEXIBILITY
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With cloud storage solutions,  data 
integrity checks are intermittent and 
based on  probability. Our digital archive 
maintains perfect  data integrity. 
Forever.

DATA INTEGRITY
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If you need it, our services include logistics 
and secure physical  storage; comprehensive 
in-house media  restoration, conversion, and 
transfer; and  perpetual data migration. We 
take care of the  technology, so you don’t 
have to. 

FULL-SERVICE

04

SMART VAULT FROM IMES

WHY SMART VAULT?

"We had been carrying our hard drives with us 
on tour in Pelican cases, which was getting old. 
We went looking for a highly secure long term 

digital storage option that would let us also easily 
search and preview the media that we stored.  

Smart Vault is the perfect solution, and we love 
that the IMES team is local industry insiders who 

are easy to work with."

-Photography and Video Editor for Major 
Country Performing Artist



THE TECHNICAL STUFF

Preview and search01

Custom metadata schemas02

Machine extraction of technical metadata03

Managed data integrity across multiple sets of 
data04

Managed security05

Customization of features (user roles, delivery 
options, preview functionality)06

24/7 on-demand retrieval07

Data redundancy (3 identical copies created and 
maintained in geo-separate locations)08

SMART VAULT FROM IMES

Smart Vault from IMES was designed by entertainment  

insiders for the unique needs of the entertainment industry.  

We think about security, searchability and ease of access so 

you don’t have to. Smart Vault  stores and preserves your 

digital  content exactly as you created it.  



ABOUT IMES

You’ve been tasked with the critical and complex role of both preserving 
irreplaceable assets, and identifying the evolving technology to keep this 
content accessible for the world’s audiences.

Everyone at IMES cares about 
your archive as much as you do. 
We think and act as an extension 
of your own team to meet the 
current and future needs of your 
archive for both historical 
preservation and revenue 
generation. We’ll always hold 
ourselves accountable to your 
standards.

SMART VAULT FROM IMES



WE GET IT, AND WE’LL 
GET IT DONE

OUR PROMISE TO YOU

Our tools and technology enable us to 
provide world class security, remediation, 

and inventory management, so you can 
confidently access your most important 

assets — now and forever — wherever
they are.

Industry-leading technology

Our complete chain of custody and services 
can support the entire asset lifecycle. We’ll 
make it easier to solve a diverse set of 
challenges by tailoring solutions to meet 
your exact needs and requirements.

One stop shop

Experts, industry veterans, and specialists 
who truly love what they do; we work as an 

extension of your team, giving you 
confidence to solve any challenge that 

comes your way.

Passion and expertise

SMART VAULT FROM IMES



ACTIVATE YOUR ARCHIVE

Beth Greve

+1 310 259 7007

beth.greve@ironmountain.com

WWW.IRONMOUNTAIN.COM/ENTERTAINMENT

Need a solution to securely archive & organize 
your concert tour footage? 

CONTACT US TO LEARN MORE:

ACCESS MONETIZEPRESERVE

http://www.ironmountain.com/ENTERTAINMENT

